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Uncertainty dominates the health 
care landscape. The duo of 
structural reforms spurred by the 
Affordable Care Act (ACA) and the 
persistence of recession-prone 
economic trends are effecting 
disruptive change. Leadership 
in Harrisburg is grappling with 
the double-edged sword of the 
Medicaid expansion. Hospital 
administrators are facing tremen-
dous pressures on the bottom 
line due to ACA payment reforms, 
quality reporting schema, and pri-
vate insurer contracting initiatives. 
The structure of the federal health 
exchange, in which Pennsylvania 
will participate, is shrouded in 
mystery and confusion. Physi-
cians are seemingly caught in the 
middle of the chaos as hospitals 
and the government demand 
more efficient, cost-effective, and 
service-minded care. At the same 
time, reimbursements remain 
under tremendous pressure, doc-
umentation requirements needed 
to secure even basic payment 
for services expand unabated, 

and patient needs evolve to still 
greater complexity. 

The extant circumstances 
have directly contributed to the 
widespread adoption of the 
mantra of “value-based” care to 
describe all elements of health 
care delivery. The planned in-
troduction of the “value-based” 
payment modifier by CMS in 2015 
is a major driver in this regard 
(www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-
Fee-for-Service-Payment/
PhysicianFeedbackProgram/Val-
ueBasedPaymentModifier.html). It has 
become apparent that stakeholder 
definitions of “value” exhibit sub-
stantive variation. In some circles 
the most pertinent “value” schema 
is built upon an unabashedly firm 
commitment to expanding the 
scope of practice of mid-level pro-
viders. This push will necessarily 
result in the diminution of the col-
laborative, physician-supervised 
team model that has worked 
extremely well across many spe-
cialties, including anesthesiology, 
for a very long time. For example, 

the primary mission of the national 
Advanced Practice Registered 
Nurse Coalition is “removing 
statutory, regulatory, and institu-
tional barriers that prevent APRNs 
from practicing at the highest 
level of their education.” (See 
http://www.mnaprnc.org/membership/
mn-aprn-coalition/) 

In addition to national APRN 
efforts, two major pieces of 
legislation in Pennsylvania are 
very close to becoming law. The 
first bill substantially reduces 
the co-signature requirement by 
supervising physicians for patient 
care delivered by physician as-
sistants (http://www.legis.state.
pa.us/cfdocs/billInfo/billInfo.cfm?sYe
ar=2013&sInd=0&body=H&type=B
&bn=1348). The second provides 
for “nurse-managed” health care 
clinics in a variety of clinical areas, 
including chronic care, which 
could conceivably be construed to 
include pain management.(http://
www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/billInfo/
billInfo.cfm?sYear=2013&sInd=0&bod
y=S&type=B&bn=5). The accepted 
reasoning, however flawed, is that 
a reduction of direct physician 
involvement in care will necessar-
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Sometimes You Just Have to Laugh 
by Joseph Answine, M.D., PSA Assistant Secretary-Treasurer, PAMED Trustee

If my memory serves me right, 
and it usually doesn’t, I joined the 
board of the PSA in 1994. There 
have been a few victories and 
many defeats. You wonder how 
many times you can bang your 
head against the wall until a soft 
spot begins to form. 

I have had my fill of meet-
ings, suits, ties (way too many 
ties), fundraisers, bad coffee with 
non-dairy creamer, cheap wine 
(like I would know the difference), 
shrimp, handshakes and smiles, 
nametags and placards, and 
legalese. Below, I list some of 
my favorite pet peeves, because 
sometimes you just have to laugh. 

Meetings and Phone  
Conferences 
There have been an endless num-
ber of meetings: board meetings, 
executive committee meetings, 
committee meetings, special 
meetings, and emergency meet-
ings. In most cases, you have to 
travel somewhere, the coffee is 
always bad but you drink endless 
amounts, the bagels are hard and 
the bathrooms are never close by. 

You are overdressed, un-
derprepared, and the internet 
access always stinks, so you can’t 
even check the football scores. 
There are the reports, supporting 
documents, resolutions, seconds, 
votes, re-votes, points of order, 
parliamentary procedure, more 
coffee, more bagels and not 
enough bathroom breaks. 

Then you have teleconfer-
ences usually starting at 7 
p.m. when it’s time to drop 
the puck (or watch “Idol,” 
depending on your interests). 
“dial the number, type in your 
access code and don’t forget 
to hit #.” We frequently forget 
to hit mute, however, when 
we are not talking, which pro-
vides the only entertainment 
throughout the whole ordeal. 

A few years back, one of 
my favorite members dialed 
in, forgot to hit mute and we 
all got to hear the national 
anthem in the background at the 
start of a Pens game. He realized 
this, was silent for a while, and 
came back on crystal clear to the 
point that you could even hear the 
urinal flush. 

Fundraisers and Legislative 
Cocktail Receptions
Suits and ties are involved again. 
Smile and say thank you for your 
support. Shake my hand and let’s 
take a picture. OK, your time is up. 

Let’s get the State Bowling 
Alley Association in. We all sit in 
the corner and wait our turn. The 
pictures turned out to be good 
practice for a few of our special 
guests who later went on to take 
pictures holding placards; both 
front and side views. 

By the way, what’s with 
weekday breakfast and lunch 
events? “Joe, can you make 
a breakfast fundraiser for the 
head-of-the-house-professional-
something-committee on Tuesday 
at 8:30 a.m.?” Yeah, that goes 
over well with my partners; 
surgeons are always so under-
standing. And yes, suits and ties 
are involved. 

Lastly, don’t eat the shrimp. 
Those are for our legislators and 
their guests. I have never met a 
politician with a shellfish allergy. 

Federal and State Legislative 
Visits 
Yes, you guessed it: this involves 
a suit and tie. What are the topics 
to discuss? 

Oh yes, SgR, rural pass 
through, truth and transparency, 
and supervision. Sometimes we 
switch it up: supervision, truth and 
transparency, rural pass through, 
and SgR. Here’s my card and 
some papers to read. 

continued on page 8
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The number one legislative prior-
ity for the PSA continues to be 
statutory recognition of physician 
supervision of anesthesia. We felt 
we had the perfect opportunity 
with several different bills that 
dealt with hospital credentialing, 
but none of them were acceptable 
to the department of Health and 
the governor’s office.

As a result, we are currently 
circulating legislation that will deal 
with the issue as a “stand alone 
bill,” which means its only content 
will be physician supervision. We 
expect to have a specific House 
bill number by the end of June, so 
look for it soon in your mailbox. 

Our prime sponsor on this bill 
is Representative Jim Christiana, 
a Republican from Beaver County. 
Jim is close to a number of his 
local anesthesiologists and he 
understands the issue of patient 
safety very well. He is also a 
member of the House Professional 
Licensure Committee, where the 
bill will be referred for study. We 
hope to have a significant number 
of the committee members as 
co-sponsors.

This is the plan for the next 
ninety (90) days: every member 
of the PSA will be asked to email 
and call their state representative 
during the summer and ask them 
to vote “YeS” on the legislation; 
then every group of anesthe-
siologists must send several 
physicians to our PSA Legislative 
Reception on Monday, September 
30, from 5:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m. 
The reception will be held at the 
Harrisburg Hilton. This personal, 
one-on-one contact is critical to 
the bill’s success.

Statutory Supervision of the Administration 
of Anesthesia Still PSA Goal
by John P. Milliron, Esq., PSA Legislative Counsel

This legislation is critical to 
our continued efforts of ensuring 
patient safety and the delivery 
of quality care. Please, when 
you receive the legislation, make 
your calls and send your emails 
and mark September 30 on your 
calendars!

Although we will send you a 
copy of the legislation as soon as 
it is in print at the end of June, the 
language is the same as you have 
been practicing under in hospitals 
for over 30 years:

“Anesthesia care shall be 
provided by a qualified physi-
cian, anesthesiologist, resident 
physician in training, dentist 
anesthetist, qualified nurse anes-
thetist under the supervision 
of the operating physician or 
anesthesiologist…”

Bill
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This is a pivotal year! The Legislative Reception for PSA serves as an important opportunity for members to 
reach out to state legislators in a low-key setting. In this forum, PSA members can better educate legislators 
about their profession and engage in a genuine conversation about how legislative activities affect their daily 
mission of practicing safe patient care. For more information, please contact psa@pamedsoc.org.

SAVE THE DATE NOW
Mark your Calendars! Pennsylvania Society of Anesthesiologists’ (PSA) next Leg-
islative Reception will be on September 30, 2013 at the Hilton Harris-
burg at 6:00 p.m., with an introductory briefing at 5:00 p.m. Dinner will be 
provided during the briefing.

2013  
Pennsylvania Society 
of Anesthesiologists’ 

(PSA) Legislative 
Reception 

 
September 30, 2013

Briefing at 5 p.m. 
Reception at 6 p.m.

mailto:psa@pamedsoc.org
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You Belong Here
www.hpix-ins.com

Not Here.

You 
Belong
 Here.

484.599.0153 • jfrazer@hpix-ins.com

As the only company with an explicit EARLY 
REPORTING & INTERVENTION strategy, HPIX 
helps keep physicians right where they belong. 

Today, more Pennsylvania anesthesiologists are taking advantage of the 
EARLY REPORTING & EARLY INTERVENTION benefits that have protected 
our physician partners for over a decade.  
 EARLY REPORTING & INTERVENTION
• Prevents patients from becoming plaintiffs™
• Reduces or eliminates physician court time
• Decreases stress and time to resolution
• Avoids reporting to the National Practitioners Data Bank
• Protects physician reputation
• Lowers costs and steadies rates
86% of incidents that are early reported to HPIX are resolved before a formal 
lawsuit is filed. Which means that along with HPIX’s use of alternative dispute 
resolution, less than 5% of HPIX insured physicians ever see the inside of a 
courtroom.
Learn more about HPIX EARLY REPORTING & INTERVENTION, because the 
last place you belong is in a courtroom. You belong practicing great medicine. 
You belong with HPIX. 

Scan the code with your 
Smartphone  
to Learn more aBout
earLy reportinG  
& interVention.

http://www.hpix-ins.com
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evolution of medical care with 
the implementation of the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care 
Act, or Obamacare, will stress 
the current providers to provide 
quality medical care. The ad-
ditional coverage of an estimated 
30 million lives with no increase in 
physician and ancillary personnel 
is a likely boondoggle. 

This, coupled with proposed 
reduction(s) in reimbursement, is 
apt to be a triple whammy: first, 
the additional daily increases in 
Medicare patients from the aging 
population; second, the increase 
from the estimated 30 million 
in the yet-to-be established 
exchanges; and third, a likely rise 
in the number of physicians who 
are retiring from the fray. The time 
required for the training of new 
physicians ensures this shortage 
will not be short-lived. 

In addition, the incentive to 
become a physician and sustain 
the debt incurred while being 
compensated at a reduced level is 
problematic. The best and bright-
est have been attracted to provide 
medical care in the past. Convinc-
ing these individuals in the future 
to invest their time and capital will 
be a difficult task. 

The increasing utilization of 
mid-level providers is already on 
the rise. Scope of practice issues 
will come to the forefront. This has 
been the bailiwick of state govern-
ments, but look for a growing 
federal interest in the issue. Within 
boundaries and with adequate 
medical supervision, this is the 
current answer to the problem. 

This works within 
limits. The problem is 
that these individuals 
do not know what 
they do not know. If 
supervision becomes 
lax, the potential for 
serious errors rises as 
the patient load climbs. 

The future impact 
of growing numbers 
is apt to limit patient 
access. The costly 
medical procedures 
will be doled out 
and waiting periods 
increased. Triage of 
patients will become a 
way to practice. 

The Independent Payment 
Advisory Board (IPAB) is a 
government board established 
by Obamacare to cut Medicare 
spending. The IPAB consists of 15 
unelected members; less than half 
can be health care providers, and 
none can be practicing physicians 
or otherwise employed. 

The IPAB is required to rec-
ommend cuts beginning in 2014. 
These cuts are physician cuts 
since hospitals and hospice are 
exempt until 2020. Individual care 
will evolve to team care of mid-
level providers, and the traditional 
one-on-one care by the physician 
will be challenged. 

Many parts of the country 
already have “boutique care” 
which provides physician access 
by the patients who contract with 
the physician for a yearly fee. The 
creation of a multi-tiered patient 
care is evolving. 

The cost of insurance is 
rising, either by premium or the 
increasing amount of required 
co-pay, or both. This actually may 
act to decrease patient demand 
when it is not covered but requires 
a partial patient payment. Increas-
ingly, hospitals are hiring medical 
groups and specialists. The ac-
cess to your former physician 
may dwindle in the days ahead 
because practices are becoming 
more limited.

enacted laws have conse-
quences. The regulations which 
are elaborated after the law is 
passed will impact you, your 
patients’ and your family’s care. 
If you want a continued quality of 
care in medicine and anesthesiol-
ogy, be involved. Quality of care is 
only obtained when provided by 
well-trained, dedicated medical 
personnel.

The Future of Health Care
by Paul J. Schaner, M.D.
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It’s not a problem if you mess 
it up because the legislators are 
usually on the hill or back home 
anyway, therefore you speak to 
one of their aides. The average age 
of the aides is about 15 or 16 and 
they frantically take notes, usually 
including a stick figure or two. 

We commonly ask if they 
understand the issues and they 
enthusiastically say yes, which 
means they remember going to 
the doctors with their moms and 
getting cherry lollipops and cool 
Band-Aids. If you want to see a 
legislator in person, you need to 
visit them in an election year when 
they are behind in the polls.

Funds for Committee Dinners 
and Golf Outings
What about the money requests 
to cover dinner events (usually 
at the Four Seasons) and golf 
outings at “the club” for a group 
of legislators? Usually, I email 
back my response to support 
the expense as I wolf down my 
last chicken nugget. Could you 
imagine getting up in the morning, 
deciding to play golf and then 
finding someone else to pay for it? 
We have enough trouble getting 
our co-pay. By the way, they have 
shrimp for lunch. 

Starting this year, the Physi-
cian Payments Sunshine Act 
requires companies to record and 
begin reporting any physician 
payments that are worth more 
than $10. This is designed to 
uncover the corrupt world where 
companies sway physician’s de-
cisionmaking by paying for such 
things as dinner events and golf 
outings. enough said … too easy 
… like shooting fish in a barrel. 

Legislation and Definitions
This is truly one of my favorite 
topics, the ultimate in legalese 
with all the referring to the Act 
with this title of this date dealing 
with amending the numbered sub-
section of the numbered section 
which shall now read … etc., etc., 
etc. We all know that every word 
is read and understood by all the 
individuals with a vote. 

And then there are the spe-
cific words such as “supervision,” 
“medical direction,” and “overall 
direction,” which if not defined 
in statute will later be defined by 
the Board of Nursing, the Board 
of Medicine, or the department 
of Health. I so naively assumed 
that you can get most of your 
definitions from the Webster’s dic-
tionary. However, I have learned 
that if “is” isn’t defined in the bill, 
it will eventually be defined as “is 
not” or possibly mean Fruit Loops. 

Doctors
We are not immune to stupidity. 
We are some of the most clueless 
smart people in the world. going 
to a board meeting of physicians 
has strengthened my religious 
faith because after one meeting, 
you realize that the story of the 
Tower of Babel is true. 

One board member with a 
bumper sticker on his briefcase 
bashing our current president is 
showing pictures of his kids to 
the member wearing a “Yes, I 
Like Obamacare” button. I once 
stood at a medical society com-
mittee meeting asking for support 
of our supervision bill when an 
orthopedic surgeon awoke from 
a sound sleep only long enough 
to state that he enjoys working 
with CRNAs because they’re very 
friendly. Thankfully, he went right 
back to sleep.

Riverside Anesthesia  
Associates
Riverside is my group, which is 
just about 50 anesthesiologists 
strong. My society efforts have 
taught my partners where their 
email deLeTe button is. I send 
them a large amount of emails: 
Overview of the PSA Board Meet-
ing … deLeTe, Outline of ASA 
Legislative Topics … deLeTe, 
Summary of the PSA Legislative 
… deLeTe, Important; please 
read … deLeTe. They also almost 
never show up when invited to 
the legislative or society events, 
probably because they know that 
shrimp is out of the question. 

This article is dedicated to 
these guys and gals (and the part-
ners of the other board members) 
because, for all their faults, these 
are my true friends. They may not 
read all my emails (or any for that 
matter) or show up for events, but 
when I need to go to a meeting or 
even those occasional breakfast 
fundraisers, or have to sit in the 
corner for an hour with my head-
phones on—dialing in and hitting 
the # key for a phone conference 
—they always find a way to cover 
for me. They are in the trenches 
doing patient care when I am in a 
suit and tie, traveling and avoiding 
the shrimp. They get it. 

Working through the political 
process may lead to a lot of silly 
moments, but it has to be done, 
and we do it well.

SOMeTIMeS YOU JUST HAVe TO LAUgH

continued from page 3
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New PSA Meeting Draws Positive Reviews
by Richard O’Flynn, M.D., President-Elect

On Saturday, April 27, the PSA 
Ultrasound guided Regional An-
esthesia Best Practice Workshop 
was held at Hahnemann Hospital/
drexel University. 

This course was co-spon-
sored by drexel University College 
of Medicine, department of Anes-
thesiology, and the Pennsylvania 
Society of Anesthesiologists.  
Co-directors of the course were 
Anita gupta, d.O., from drexel 
University, and Nabil elkassa-
bany, M.d., from the University 
of Pennsylvania. Michael green, 
d.O., Anesthesiology Chairman 
at drexel University, was instru-
mental in arranging the venue 

Approximately 40 anesthesiologists attended 

the PSA’s Ultrasound Guided Regional Anesthe-

sia Best Practice Workshop in April.

PAMED SLC Meeting March 21, 2013
by Joseph Galassi, MD, PSA’s Representative to the Specialty Leadership Cabinet

The PAMed Specialty Leadership 
Cabinet (SLC) met on May 21, 
2013.  There were two big issues 
that were discussed at this meet-
ing.  The first was an update from 
the governance Task Force.  If 
you have been following the topic, 
PAMed is attempting to stream-
line its governance structure and 
this task force has been charged 
with developing the model.  The 
proposed model would change 
the structure from top to bottom.  
The current executive Committee 
and Board of Trustees would be-
come the Board of directors and 
executive Policy Council (ePC).  
The number of members would 
decrease in the latter group.  In 
addition, the current House of 
delegates (HOd) would become 
the Member Representative As-
sembly, with about 200 fewer 
members.  Advocacy policymak-
ing and dues setting would be 
taken from the HOd and given 

to the ePC.  Regular members 
would elect the Vice President in 
this new structure instead of the 
HOd.  The SLC would continue 
to function as is, serving as the 
venue to disseminate information 
to the subspecialties and bringing 
opportunities for collaboration to 
the ePC.  This proposed plan is 
going to be vetted by the Board 
and will then be presented to the 
HOd for final edits and approval 
in October.

The second issue was the 
legislative update.  In general, it 
is the continued push by multiple 
mid-level practitioner groups to 
expand their scope of practice.  
There are bills that would allow 
pharmacists to give injections to 
minors, acupuncturists to treat 
patients for unlimited periods 
of time, audiologists to perform 
intraoperative neurophysiologic 
monitoring, psychologists to 
prescribe medications, and na-

turopaths to be licensed.  House 
Bill 1190, the hospital “deemed 
status” bill, appears likely to be-
come law despite the opposition 
of PAMed.  PAs have a bill that 
will loosen the requirements for 
co-signatures that PAMed has 
agreed to a compromise on.  As 
mentioned in the last SLC article, 
the Board of dentistry has stated 
that dentists can perform Botox. 
There is also proposed legisla-
tion circulating in Harrisburg that 
would allow full independent 
practice of CRNPs.   One good 
thing is the Senate Apology Bill.  
This bill would prevent the use of 
a physician’s apology to a patient/
family from being used against the 
physician in a malpractice case.  
Finally, MCARe is up for review 
again. PAMed will lobby to keep 
the status quo rather than have 
increased premiums if coverage 
were to shift to private insurance.

and convincing his residents to 
participate as the models. 

Approximately 40 anesthe-
siologists attended the all-day 
course, which was a combination 
of lectures and hands-on scan-
ning of live models.  

Reports from the attendees 
were all very positive. everyone 
felt that it was an excellent course 
and encouraged the PSA to 
continue to offer this type of CMe 
event in the future. 

The PSA is looking into of-
fering this type of CMe activity 
throughout the state and is hoping 
to bring it to the Philadelphia area 
again next year.
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ily solve access problems, improve 
rural health care, and increase 
quality for poverty-stricken urban 
residents. 

The unfortunate reality is 
that regardless of the provider, 
top-notch care for complex 
disease states in 2013 is not 
simple, streamlined, or inex-
pensive. Indeed, as reported in 
JAMA in April, the 30-day 
mortality rates in critical care 
rural access hospitals increased 
for Medicare beneficiaries 
between 2002 and 2010 (http://
newsatjama.jama.com/2013/04/02/
author-insights-small-rural-hospi-
tals-falling-behind-on-mortality-
rates-despite-federal-aid/ ). The 
reasons for the observations 
are certainly unclear. Reduced 
regulation of mid-level providers 
to provide unsupervised care in 
rural hospitals has been a primary 
access argument for many years 
and should be revisited as part of 
the analysis. 

Yet another piece of legisla-
tion in Pennsylvania will soon 
be signed into law that cedes 
authority from the PA depart-
ment of Health (dOH) to the 
Joint Commission to survey and 
accredit hospitals for licensure in 
Pennsylvania. despite assurances 
to the contrary, we remained 
concerned that the “deeming” 
of accreditation to a national 
organization could portend the 
future erosion of critical patient 
protections currently codified in 
existing dOH regulation. These 
dOH protections include the 
provision for supervision of an-
esthesia care in hospitals. (http://
www.legis.state.pa.us/cfdocs/billinfo/
billinfo.cfm?syear=2013&sind=0&bo
dy=H&type=B&bn=1190 ). deeming 
legislation may hold promise to 

reduce bureaucratic complexity 
and redundancy in the hospital 
survey system. However, this will 
be a net improvement only if local 
stakeholders, such as Pennsyl-
vania physicians and patients, 
remain in a position to engage 
and influence the Joint Commis-
sion on substantive issues related 
to patient safety and quality of 
care, as practiced in our local 
environment.

So, what do we do? We, 
as a community, should remain 
vigilant and proactive. First, we 
must acknowledge the reality that 
the physician voice on patient 
care standards has been muted 
to a whisper. Second, we must 
do a better and more forceful job 
of explaining our position. What 
is dangerous and nonsensical 
to us seems reasonable to non-
clinician policymakers deliberating 
in a vacuum. Physician value 
is no longer assumed; rather, 
it must be demonstrated. We 
too must embrace the mantra of 
“value-based” care and develop 
approaches to demonstrate in 
black and white the value that 
we know is present in our 
daily patient care. This task is not 
straightforward but must start at 
the level of the individual patient 
encounter, expand through the 
hospitals that employ us, and 
contemporaneously escalate to 
our direct individual engagement 
with insurers, regulators, and the 
federal government. We should 
employ our clinical and safety 
expertise to LEAD the design 
of strategies across the health 
system to improve efficiency, 
cost-effectiveness, and outcomes 
rather than obstruct these efforts. 
As we invigorate ourselves and 

our peers in this effort we can be 
confident that the anesthesiolo-
gist’s value will be demonstrable 
and irrefutable.

The PSA executive Commit-
tee, Board of directors, and many 
active members meet frequently 
with Pennsylvania legislators and 
regulators to explain the safety 
and quality-of-care associated 
with physician-led anesthesia care 
teams. Honestly, we can never 
do enough to make these points. 
In light of this trend toward rapid 
erosion of patient protections, 
the PSA is now working with our 
governmental relations teams 
in Harrisburg on a strategy to 
best reinforce the existing dOH 
regulation that non-physician 
providers delivering anesthesia 
in Pennsylvania be supervised 
by a physician. The good news is 
that when our cause is properly 
explained, our legislators listen 
with open ears and open minds. 
The majority of the people we ap-
proach do understand the safety 
implications of reducing physician 
supervision and most want the 
best for patients in Pennsylvania. 
It is a simple safety message 
immersed in a tangled web of 
politics and subversion. The PSA 
leadership is working full-time on 
this issue for the sake of quality 
care in Pennsylvania. Please e-
mail me directly (jhatkins@psanes.
org) to tell me how you are able 
and willing to help this effort. 
direct physician engagement is 
our primary strength and the only 
workable solution.

A Need FOR eQUIPOISe ANd LeAdeRSHIP

continued from page 1
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Legislative Conference Provides Insights 
into Future Challenges
by Stanislav Kelner, M.D., PSA Resident Component President

Thanks to your generosity and 
support, I, along with 16 other 
Pennsylvania residents, was able 
to attend the 2013 ASA Legisla-
tive Conference. Pennsylvania not 
only had the largest showing of 
residents from any state, but also 
the highest overall attendance of 
39 representatives.

Having such a wide array of 
representation, we were able to 
make a strong argument in sup-
port of patient safety as it relates 
to our profession nationally and 
at the state level.  Both attending 
and resident members were able 
to meet with the staff of Senators 
Toomey and Casey.  In a unified 
voice, we underscored the issues 
of scope of practice, proper iden-
tification by various healthcare 
workers, unjust Medicare reim-
bursement rates, and the ongoing 
battle with drug shortages.

One of the more unexpected 
and jarring topics that arose dur-
ing the meeting was brought up 
by Congressman Andy Harris (R, 
Md-1). As the first, and thus far 
only, anesthesiologist elected to 
the House of Representatives, dr. 
Harris has a unique perspective 
within the Capitol. In a House 
Committee on Appropriations 
hearing last year, Congressman 
Harris faced off against Secretary 
of Health and Human Services 
Kathleen Sebelius.

The clip of the discussion can 
be seen on [http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=lOGh_AMqOxM]. In it, 
Secretary Sebelius makes almost 
casual mention of “restrictive” 
scope of practice that exists in 
many states, essentially prevent-
ing mid-level providers from filling 
“areas of shortage.”  I will leave 
it to you, the reader, to make 
up your mind as to what degree 
Secretary Sebelius is follow-
ing the party line of the current 
administration. 

Other notable speakers 
included general surgeon and 
Congressman dan Benishek (R-
MI), the co-founder of POLITICO 
Jim VandeHei, Maryland governor 
O’Malley, Alabama Attorney gen-
eral Luther Strange, and delaware 
Attorney general Joseph “Beau” 
Biden, III.

It is clearer than ever that 
the issues brought forth by the 
Affordable Care Act, Medicare 
Sustainable growth Act, and the 
drive by nurses to expand scope 
of practice across the country are 
of imminent importance to anes-
thesiologists. With your growing 
support, the ASA and PSA will 
continue to fight for patient safety 
and adequate reimbursement in 
these challenging times.

I would like to thank the 
board of the Pennsylvania Society 
of Anesthesiologists for your 
support and generosity to the 
resident component. It has been 
a privilege and an honor to serve 
as the president of the resident 
component.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOGh_AMqOxM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lOGh_AMqOxM
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From left to right, C. Richard Schott, M.D., president of the Pennsylvania Medical Society; Andy Harris, 

M.D. U.S. Congressman from Maryland; Sean Kennedy, M.D.; and Joshua Atkins, M.D., Ph.D., presi-

dent of the PSA. The four posed prior to the PSA’s Philadelphia Regional Dinner in March. Rep. Harris 

served as the guest speaker.

From left to right, Andrew Herlich, M.D., and 

Representative Harry Readshaw pose at an 

event honoring Representative Readshaw.

From left to right, Richard O’Flynn, M.D., Senator Dominic Pileggi, Majority Leader of PA  

Senate, and Teresa Hayes O’Flynn, M.D., pose at Senator Pileggi’s fundraiser on April 3, 2013.

on the 
Hill
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the difficult
  airway courseTM

Evidence-based. Comprehensive. Expert Faculty.

AnEsthEsiA

Intensive Immersion  Experience

“This is hands down the best 
CME event I’ve done in my 35 
years as an anesthesiologist. 
Keep up the splendid work!”
    –  Michael Sopchak, MD, 

Pennsylvania

Register at theairwaysite.com or (866) 924-7929

Making sure you know what the  
best airway managers in the world know.

2013 dates
 June 7– 9, New Orleans

 Sept. 27– 29, Baltimore

 Nov. 22– 24, Las Vegas

 March 8– 10, Orlando

 April 5– 7, Las Vegas

 April 26– 28, Boston

Welcome New
PSA Members
Active   
Nina V. Kalawadia, M.d.
Kinga Klimowicz, M.d.
Lisa M. Luyun, M.d.
Roger A. Moore, M.d.
Susan N. Moruri, M.d.
Ikenna K. Obioma, M.d.
Ami Shah Patel, d.O.
Shalin Patel, M.d.
Christopher A. Rice, M.d.
Christopher R. Roscher, M.d.
Lia Tron, M.d.

Affiliate
david P. Strum, M.d.

Resident
Casey J. Prather, d.O.
gurmukh S. Sahota, M.d., Ph.d.

Senior
John P. Bray, M.d.
Alan M. Klide, V.M.d.
Lin Klein, V.M.d.
Marilyn g. Larach, M.d.

PSA Members Attend  
2013 ASA Legislative Conference

Held in Washington, dC on April 
29th, 2013, the ASA Legislative 
Conference is the specialty’s 
largest meeting focusing on 
state and federal legislative, 
regulatory and political issues 
impacting ASA and anesthe-
siology. The purpose of the 
conference is to prepare ASA 
members to engage effectively 
in the legislative, regulatory 
and political processes on be-
half of the specialty.  Several 
Pennsylvania Society of Anes-
thesiologists (PSA) members 
were in attendance. All photo 
credits go to the ASA.

Above: Erin Sullivan, M.D., 

speaks at the American 

Society of Anesthesiologists’ 

Legislative Conference in 

Washington, DC, on April 29, 

2013.

Below: From left to right: Joseph Answine, 

M.D., Patrick Vlahos, D.O., Bhaskar Deb, M.D., 

Steven Neeley, M.D., and Joseph Galassi, 

M.D., pose at the ASA Legislative Conference.

http://www.theairwaysite.com/pages/page_content/Airway_home.aspx
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* Premium impact varies by factors such as medical specialty and practice location.

As a top writer of medical professional liability insurance, PMSLIC is renowned for our great 
“Always With You” customer service. Rated “A” (Excellent) by A.M. Best, we offer industry-leading 
risk management services and outstanding claims expertise. And now with more competitive 
rates*, PMSLIC is your clear choice for a strong partner.   

Contact your agent, or Laurie Bush at PMSLIC at 800-445-1212, ext. 5558 or 
email lbush@pmslic.com. Visit pmslic.com/start to request a premium indication.

Choose a strong partner.  

Choose pMsLIC.  

 CheCK  out our Lower  rates

A  N o r c A l  G r o u p  c o m p A N y

http://www.pmslic.com/start
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September 30, 2013  PSA Legislative Reception,  
Hilton Harrisburg

October 12, 2013  PSA Annual Business Meeting, San Francisco, location TBA

Upcoming PSA Events


